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Ida Rubinstein: Revolutionary Dancer, Actress, and Impresario 
Judith Bennahum 

 
Abstract 
This paper explores the life of the brilliant Jewish Russian actress and dancer, Ida Rubinstein 
(1883-1960), whose name appeared in the newspapers and gossip columns in Paris for nearly 
half a century from 1909 to 1949. She was born into a wealthy family in Kharkov, and lost her 
parents to an epidemic, then raised by her Aunt Horwitz in St. Petersburg. She was discovered 
by Serge Diaghilev in St. Petersburg and spent her performing career in Paris and Europe. What 
intrigued me about her were her performing personas as both sexually seductive women and 
men, her full and expressive gestural interpretations of major acting roles as well as her strong 
and original dance, or rather pantomimic movements. She was also one of the most 
distinguished impresarios of the time. 
 
Sadly, she has faded into oblivion, barely remembered by dance and theater scholars. She was a 
fascinating and remarkable woman performer whose deep intellectual qualities and formidable 
ability to recognize great talents kept her in the limelight throughout the first half of the 20th 
century. A glittering personality on stage she lived to perform, imbuing her roles with sublime 
gestures and movements uncommon to actresses at the time. Her roles in the 1909 and 1910 
Ballets Russes productions as Cleopatra and Zobeide in Sheherazade signaled her brilliance and 
a life long career on stage. Like her mentor Sarah Bernhardt, she often played male characters, 
beginning with her shocking and fully realized impression of d’Annunzio’s Saint Sebastian in 
1911. She went on to star in plays as Orpheus, David and Amphion, poetic dramas and ballets 
that surprised and pleased her dedicated audiences.  
 
In her early private life in Paris she fell in love with the American artist Romaine Brooks who 
introduced her to the Sapphic group among whom were Winnetta Singer, Natalie Barney and 
Radcliffe Hall. She was unafraid to reveal her beautiful body on stage or in many of the portraits 
by different artists, including Romaine Brooks.  
My study of Ida Rubinstein attempts to unmask and celebrate her lost achievements at a time 
when women artists, especially Jewish women, were painted in scandal and ignominy. 
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Where are all the Pageant Queens in Classical Ballet? 

George Berry 
 
 

Abstract 
Before drag television programs, drag queens were separated into two categories: pageant and 
comedy. In the Miss Continental drag pageant, Brooke Lynn Heights performed a Swan Lake 
inspired number, infusing her classical ballet technique while performing en pointe. She is a 
former member of Les Ballets Trockadero de Monte Carlo, which infuses classical ballet with 
comedy to produce parody. Societal ideas of gender performance have shifted since this 
company’s founding in 1974, but the representation of drag queens and transgender dancers 
has barely changed in fifty years. Other companies have also created farcical classical ballet 
with men en pointe and drag ballet has relegated itself to smaller traveling companies. While 
more traditional ballet companies have drag roles in ballets such as the Stepsisters in Cinderella 
and Old Madge in La Sylphide, these characters are meant to be camp or grotesque, and their 
stylized drag reflects a comedy queen aesthetic. Where are the pageant ballet queens 
represented in today’s ballet? Why can’t men perform en pointe without relying on gay 
minstrelsy? We can now define our identities as genderqueer, non-binary, and transgender, so 
why can’t we make a place for gender non-conforming dancers in classical ballet? Laughing at a 
man’s ability to fail at cisnormativity worked last century, but transgender women are no longer 
the butt of the joke. It’s time for ballet’s ideas of gender to change. Transgender and non-binary 
individuals need a place to call home in between the échappé en pointe and the double tour en 
l’air to the knee.  
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Bike Boys, Drag Queens, & Superstars J. Suárez 
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Young Choreographer’s Festival in New York City, Broadway Dance Center’s Professional 
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Ballet science: combining pedagogical tradition with modern innovations to 
create injury resistant dancers 

Shayla Bott, Ashley Parov, and Brenda Critchfield 
 
 
Abstract 
Purpose 
Our motivation for conducting this research was to further understand the postural and 
muscular deficiencies present in pre-professional ballet dancers and to utilize science-based 
training solutions to address these issues and mitigate injury. 
 
Methods 
This study was approved by an institutional review board and conducted with consent of 
participants. 
By conducting a postural analysis and Functional Movement Screen (FMS) on each dancer six 
times annually, we recorded postural and muscular deficiencies, and applied correctives for 
common faults. These treatment plans have been overseen by our dance medicine practitioner 
and given during ballet technique and Pilates mat class.  
 
Results and Discussion 
We have found a correlation between the weak posterior gluteus medius and low FMS scores. 
Additionally, upon improving this weakness through targeted treatment, we have seen 
improvement in overall postural and muscular strength. 
The movement session will demonstrate a full FMS and Postural Analysis. Participants will 
physically move through ballet technique and Pilates mat correctives with a fascial focus. These 
exercises target common balletic postural imbalances and muscular weaknesses.  
 
Conclusion and Mission Relevance 
In addition to seeing an increase in FMS scores and more neutral joints in dancers, anecdotally 
we see an improvement in technique, and the overall ballet aesthetic. We continue to develop 
and adjust training modalities by infusing the ballet technique exercises with Pilates and fascial 
components. 
By furthering this line of inquiry, we are developing universal training modalities which will 
assist in the development, exploration, and advancement of strong, injury resistant ballet 
dancers in higher education. 
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Shayla Bott is currently an Associate Professor of Ballet at Brigham Young University (BYU). Her 
current assignments include the Artistic Direction of BYU Theatre Ballet, Ballet Area 
Coordinator and Associate Chair of the Department of Dance.  From the University of Utah, 
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create safer training protocols for ballet dancers by fusing Pilates-based correctives with a 
strong focus in fascial connectivity and health into ballet technique courses. She has also 
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the ABT® National Training Curriculum. 
 
Ashley Ivory Parov began her early ballet training under the tutelage of Richard Cammack and 
Zola Dishong at the Contra Costa Ballet Centre in Walnut Creek, California. Ms. Parov spent her 
youth training under some of the country’s most notable teachers and subsequently joined the 
San Francisco Ballet as an apprentice at the age of 17. After three years at SFB, Ms. Parov came 
to Brigham Young University to pursue her BA in Dance. Upon graduation, she returned to the 
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Deconstructing Masculinity in Ballet: Matthew Bourne’s Swan Lake (1995) 
Afreen Sen Chatterji 

 
 
Abstract 
For my paper I propose to look at Matthew Bourne’s Swan Lake (1995) in which he reversed the 
traditional gender roles by employing not only a male Swan but also an entirely male corps-de-
ballet. Through this I would like to look at both the construction of masculinity in ballet, the 
subversion of it as well the challenges is poses to spectatorship.  
Neither female nor effeminate, Bourne’s swans are sexually charged, individualised and 
characterised, providing a stark contrast to the faceless homogeneity of the traditionally female 
corps de ballet and ‘points out that swans are not necessarily light beings of grace, and in so 
doing, draws viewers’ attentions to the bio-political control required to produce popular ballet 
aesthetics’ (Hickey-Moody, 2013:90). Bringing to the forefront that which has been ‘closeted’ in 
ballet for years, Bourne not only transmutes the relationship that exists between the dancers 
but also the relationship shared by the audience and the dancers. It is the Prince’s pas-de-deux 
with the Swan that has been described by Kent Drummond (2003:248) as the first ‘moment of 
crisis’ for the audience, arguing that by creating and sustaining the male gaze on another man. 
The unease surrounding this sensuous representation and the refusal of critical coverage in 
both Britain and the United States of America to accept the homoerotic nature of the ballet 
illuminates how little sexuality, let alone homosexuality, is explored in within ballet even today. 
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Gender, Muses, and the Virtuosa in Frederick Ashton’s ‘Rhapsody’ 
Steven Ha 

 
 
Abstract 
In this paper I examine Frederick Ashton’s Rhapsody (1980), a ballet choreographed in 
celebration of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother’s 80th birthday and the guest appearances 
with the Royal Ballet by Mikhail Baryshnikov, one of the most iconic male dancers of the Cold 
War era. Ashton chose the ballerina Lesley Collier—an exemplary interpreter of the 
choreographer’s style—to partner with Baryshnikov which brought into focus a juxtaposition of 
Russian and English ballet training. Set to the music of Sergei Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a 
Theme of Paganini, Op.43, Ashton’s Rhapsody is a plotless ballet that gestures toward the 
Paganini myth (a Faustian bargain with the devil exchanging the soul for prodigious talent), but 
instead takes for its central subject the notion of balletic virtuosity. As a result, Rhapsody is a 
glittering whirlwind of fast footwork and athleticism; most interpretations of Rhapsody tend to 
associate the Baryshnikov role with Paganini and bestow the label of virtuoso to him, while the 
Collier role is likened to a muse. However, choreographic analysis and critical attention to the 
writing about the ballet reveal a slightly different narrative, one which raises questions about 
the gendered assumptions of the terms virtuoso and muse. Accordingly, I argue that Rhapsody 
disrupts conventions of gender by embodying notions of the male muse and female virtuosa. In 
addition, I consider the bejeweled appearance of the male dancers’ costumes and theorize the 
“opulent male body” as subversive to the heroicized male body of classicism. 
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NIQUE: Empowering freedom and upholding excellence 
Madeline Jazz Harvey, Meg Paul, and Christina Johnson 

 
 
Abstract 
As shared during the 2021 CORPS conference, Complexions Contemporary Ballet’s co-founders 
Dwight Rhoden and Desmond Richardson have begun codifying their own training system. 
NIQUE is committed to helping dance teachers and students become more fluid, versatile, and 
culturally interconnected. Drawing from over twenty-seven years of internationally revered 
repertoire, NIQUE uses sound anatomical principles and cutting-edge choreography to propel 
student growth and excellence. The proposed lecture demonstration with heavy emphasis on 
movement exploration, seeks to unpack five key principles of this emerging technique: 
coordination, physical ignition, precision, efficiency, and clarity of form. Integrated discussions 
will highlight specific teaching methods and practices that help redefine gender norms and 
promote equity, diversity, and inclusion within the ballet classroom. Examples include non-
binary spoken and curated movement languages and obtaining on-going consent for tactile 
feedback and touch. From an aesthetic perspective, we will examine how the exposing of 
effort, directing of gaze, removal of gendered expectations, and offering of choices, help 
liberate and empower ballet students. Among Complexions Contemporary Ballet’s foremost 
innovations is the notion that dance should be about removing boundaries, not reinforcing 
them. NIQUE bridges the divide between classical and contemporary movement languages, 
activates keen memorization skills allowing students to quickly interpret complex movement 
sequences, increases the body’s availability and fluency, and helps dancers to unlock their 
expressive potential. As part of the creative team helping support the development of the 
NIQUE teacher training manual, co-presenters are honored to share the work and vision of two 
prolific artists who have reshaped ballet. 
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during pregnancy. Her creative research investigates play as a paradigm for choreographic 
process and is centered on community engagement.  
 
Meg Paul brings a wealth of experience in classical and contemporary ballet, Broadway 
performance, choreography, and teaching artistry. Her career spans four decades and 
encompasses a wide range of national and international experience in performance, 
choreography, directing, teaching, program development, community engagement, and arts 
management. Paul has worked with dance pioneers in the field and has performed master 
works from the repertoire and artistic direction of Gerald Arpino, Robert Joffrey, Twyla Tharp 
and Dwight Rhoden, to works by Petipa, Ashton, Nijinsky, Massine, Balanchine, Forsythe, and 
Alonzo King. She was a principal dancer with The Joffrey Ballet/NYC and has extensive national 
and international touring credits. Paul performed both leading roles and served on the creative 
team and as dance captain for Twyla Tharp’s Tony award-winning Broadway musical, Movin’ 
Out. Her awards include The Princess Grace Award, winner of The International Dance 
Competition of the Americas, Detroit Renaissance Hero Award, Sue Nine Endowment for 
Faculty Achievement Award, Wayne State University’s College of Fine, Performing, and 
Communication Arts Teaching Award, and the Copperfoot Award. Paul is Director of Dance for 
the Maggie Allesee Department of Theatre and Dance and serves as BFA advisor and 
coordinator of dance recruitment and ballet curriculum. Since her full-time appointment in 
2010, Paul has curated and directed the Complexions Detroit Summer Intensive at Wayne State 
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Sylphs Supporting Sylphs: A Feminist Restaging of Les Sylphides 
Jamie Johnson and Christa St. John 

 
 
Abstract 
The ballet Les Sylphides (Chopiniana), by Michel Fokine, was created in the hyper-cisgendered 
world of the early 20th century. The historical gendering of this dance d’ecole brings up 
pedagogical considerations when restaging the work within the context of 21st century higher 
education. Informed by our embodied history of the work and feminist theory, we restaged and 
reimagined excerpts of Les Sylphides with an all female-identifying cast for a university 
performing ensemble. As Linda Caruso Haviland eloquently states, “There are no 
reconstructions of the past in the present that are ideology-free and all reconstructions 
construct a picture of the past that equally reflects what was and who we, as reconstructors 
and recontexters, are”(4). During the act of restaging, we questioned the following: How does 
an all female-identifying cast alter the meaning of the work? Which performative masculine 
actions, such as port de bras, partnering, and allegro, to include? What value does this serve 
the students and ballet in higher education? Diving into feminist theory, surveying the students 
about their experience, and wrestling with challenges of reconstruction, we posit the sustaining 
pedagogical value of restaging canonical works, but advocate for a fresh perspective and a 
sensitivity to past and present cultural values. 
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Dewd Drop 
Yvonne Racz Key 

 
 
Abstract 
Classical story ballets are of the most gender-codified productions in the performing arts. 
Although both male and female dancers share ballet steps in class and most story ballet 
choreography, historic tradition relegates roles described as "gallant, strong, courageous" to 
male dancers. However, several innovative versions of story ballets alter the traditions, such as 
Matthew Bourne's Swan Lake, Akram Kahn's re-telling of Giselle, or the productions of the all-
male comedic ballet company Les Ballets de Trockadero de Monte Carlo. Professional 
companies have the resources to create productions with amended and diversified stories and 
cast. For directors in pre-professional dance schools, how does one integrate progressive 
choices in casting and choreography? How far can the pre-professional academic dance world 
adventure in dance education while maintaining peace among the parental tribes of dance 
families? Unintentionally, I addressed those as mentioned above by casting a male dancer in 
the traditional role of the Dew Drop Fairy in The Nutcracker. The investigation provided 
discoveries emanating throughout from the initial casting through the rehearsals and 
culminating in a performance. From a scholarly perspective, the unknown local Nutcracker 
production in West Texas was a small vehicle educating students and the community of ballet's 
impact on youth's perspectives on an evolving art form. Traditional ballet vocabulary can tell all 
stories for everyone as it is a personal experience for the audience. At its base layer, ballet 
language, the movement, pointe, flat shoes, or bare feet tells the story, not the gender. 
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The Plight of the Ballerina: Past and Present 
Shani Robison 

 
 
Abstract 
As a traditional classical ballet unfolds on stage, one is enthralled by its exquisiteness, 
symbolically inspired, and emotionally stirred. It is an artistic representation of beauty, 
etherealness, and other-worldliness. However, behind the fantasy, ballet has always been more 
than tutus and pointe shoes; it has been utilized as a veneer behind which the female gender 
has been pushed into compromising political, social, economic, and personal positions for 
hundreds of years.  
 
Since its official inception and codification during the reign of Louis XIV, ballet became a 
veritable smoke screen masking created and imposed political, social, personal, and economic 
strategies. Ballet has aided in pushing political leaders toward dominance, used for social class 
acceptance and elevation, served as an economic draw, and created opportunities for personal 
arrangements of wealth and power at the expense of female dancers. Throughout its history 
and within each of these contexts, ballet has had great power and influence in determining and 
reinforcing gender roles in practice and performance, thereby reflecting past and present social 
values, despite efforts to the contrary. 
 
To serve or reinforce these external purposes, a disembodiment and fracturing of ballet as an 
art form resulted, causing a continuous recycling of issues that haunt those within the ballet 
profession today. Ballet has been utilized and manipulated as a tool within and between 
contexts that are far beyond pure artistic and unaffected human expression, thereby creating a 
vehicle by which women have been politically minimized, socially defeated, economically 
strapped, and personally conquered past and present.  
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The Gendered Ballet Aesthetic 
Rain Ross 

 
 
Abstract 
What makes a ballet good?  Is it an objective concept or something taught?  If something 
taught, who holds the keys to these values?  Who is prioritized; who is left out? 
 
When looking at ballet choreographers, the gender imbalance is striking. According to the 
Dance Data Project, in 2019-2020, only 19% of the works presented in ballet companies were 
choreographed by women (up from the previous year’s 17%).  Does the aesthetic of ballet 
perpetuate this choreographic gender imbalance? 
 
Looking at ballets receiving good reviews, we gain a sense of prioritized aesthetics, including 
objectification of the female body, traditional gender roles and narratives, and an emphasis on 
hyper-femininity which includes an idea of “weakness” for women.   
 
For a female ballet choreographer to “make-it” in this aesthetic world, she either needs to 
choreograph works that continue the objectification and oppression of women, putting herself 
in a sticky situation of perpetuating misogyny and making it difficult to create art from her own 
lived experience, or she can push against these aesthetic norms, making it harder to get 
commissions and sustain a choreographic career, and also making it less likely that audiences 
see a work contrary to these gendered aesthetic priorities. 
 
Looking at examples of the various ways ballet aesthetics are gendered, this paper asks us to 
open our eyes to the way our trained aesthetics discourage women in ballet choreography, and 
challenges us to push against this norm, creating space for more voices and more visions. 
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Stuck in First Position: A historical examination of the ballet classroom 
Jennifer Weber 

 
 
Abstract 
In this paper, through historical contextualization of training manuals and resulting methods of 
teaching ballet, I trace how the progression of ballet pedagogy intertwines with ballet’s desire 
to uphold tradition. Born out of hegemonic narratives, ballet pedagogy is sustained through 
exclusive measures and reinforced by employing a large percentage of female identifying 
instructors. These instructors have emerged from the ranks of ballet, expected to obey and to 
never question authority. While progressive approaches and instructors exist, the field will not 
fully advance unless there is acknowledgement of the fact that these instructors are working 
within a system that continues to avoid change.  
 
By tracing key advancements in ballet pedagogy, I was able to draw parallels to current 
practices. This process revealed that the institution has, since its inception, been effective in 
establishing hierarchical ranks that determine who can enter and how long they remain. This 
pattern is particularly evident given that more worth is given to an instructor’s professional 
performing career over their pedagogical skills when it comes to securing employment as an 
educator. Additionally, men continue to hold the majority of power as company directors, 
school directors, and choreographers, requiring women who often are at the forefront of 
progressive pedagogical approaches to challenge the status quo. By more deeply understanding 
the development of ballet pedagogy, we can more clearly understand what is at stake, how 
preserving these norms is harmful, and critical actions we can take to break tradition and 
forward the field. 
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Confronting Traditions: Analyzing the Consequences of Classical Ballet’s 
Dependence on the Gender Binary 

Jessica Williamson 
 
 
Abstract 
This paper examines classical ballet’s dependence on the gender binary and its consequences 
by analyzing pedagogy, traditions, ideologies, and methodologies that perpetuate unduly 
gender norms. This paper will also study the unique contributions of select dance practitioners 
who intentionally dismantle gender binaries through their teaching, choreography, restaging, 
partnering, and costuming, initiating many long-awaited changes in the dance field. 
  
In ballet, women’s bodies become exposed as an aesthetic object, as their fragile and limber 
movements, thin figures, and delicate features are demarcated predominately by men and 
patriarchal structures (Markula & Clark, 2018). The gendered difference in choreography, 
casting, and expression between the man and the woman implies a vacuous requirement—the 
weak, feeble, and inferior woman needs a man’s strength and romance without considering the 
impact of the social construct of gender. These realities produce submissive and docile bodies, 
as they reinforce gender norms and hierarchy, authoritarian teaching methods, body 
objectification, and disordered eating (Vandekerkhove, 2018). 
  
There is an unethical pressure to conform to dominant norms of gender and sexuality and a 
blatant lack of representation for the LGBTQ+ community in ballet. Dancers who do not identify 
with these gender binaries and norms cannot fully express themselves through ballet’s 
overwhelmingly heterosexual depictions of romance and implicit yet fundamental elements of 
idyllic “feminine” and “masculine” movement and aesthetics (Weems, 2008).  
 
While these ballet traditions still hold strong, influential dance practitioners are pushing for 
evolution in the field. The current generation of dancers, choreographers, and leaders can and 
should serve as the bridge between old traditions and new standards.  
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